Weill-Lenya Research Center

Series 14
Sheet Music of Kurt Weill

<23> folders (<ca. 1.0> linear ft.).

Contents: Printed music in popular arrangements, mostly with illustrated covers. Weill's best-known German and American shows are well-represented. For some shows (e.g., Die Dreigroschenoper), there are several printings of the same numbers from different decades. Lesser-known shows are represented as well, such as two numbers from A Kingdom for a Cow, four numbers from Firebrand of Florence, one number from Railroads on Parade, one number from the film You and Me. Some songs that did not originate in larger works are also represented. Includes translations and certain arrangements.

Arrangement: Folders filed alphabetically by uniform title. Each folder represents one show or independently composed song (e.g., Berlin im Licht); numbers are filed alphabetically by title within folders.

Texts in English, German, French, Italian, etc..

Originals and photocopies.

From various sources; donated or purchased.

===============================================

[Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny. Selections]

5 copies; 2 pre-war printings (XI. 1927, XII 1931).
Cover: black background, title printed on white triangle with collage of instruments behind it; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: U.E. 8900.

1 copy.
"Deluxe edition."
Cover: pale yellow background, Warner Bros. logo in center; text printed in blue.
Cover price: $2.50.
Publisher's no.: VS5697.

1 copy (040916).
Arrangement for solo piano of Denn wie man sich bettet.
Cover: Blue-green background, drawing of grand piano resting on open book; text printed in black.
Cover price: 75¢.
Publisher’s no.: TMKS-2622-2.

[Berlin im Licht]

1 copy (covers detached); 1 color photocopy of front cover; 3 photocopies (1 labeled 880725).
Cover: beige background, geometric design incorporating title in red; text printed in red.
Publisher’s no.: U.E.8862.

1 copy, 1998 printing (100009).
Cover: Dark brown background, photo of Berlin street scene.
ISMN: M-008-06303-9.
Publisher’s no.: U.E. 8862.

[Complainte de la Seine]

1 copy each: vocal score and unaccompanied version ("chant seul"); color photocopy of front cover of chant seul version.
Cover (chant seul): Beige background, photo of Lys Gauty; text printed in blue.
Cover price (chant seul): 1F.50.
Piano-vocal version lacks cover (issued without cover?).
Publisher’s no.: E.C. 191 and 191bis.

[Down in the valley]

1 copy (050123) with photocopy laid in; additional copy (later printing), 090213.
Cover: gray background; text printed in blue or white.
Cover price: 60¢.
Cover price (later printing): 85 cents.
Publisher’s no.: 42213.
[Dreigroschenoper. Selections]

1 copy. Medley of: Useless song, Mack the Knife, Instead-of song, Piraste Jenny, Army song, Barbara-song, Tango ballad, Jealousy duet, Mack the Knife. Cover: Purple background, drawing of Macheath holding “Wanted” posters; text printed in white. Cover price: 3/-.
Publisher's no.: A.M. 225.

4 copies; 1 pre-war printing (X.1928). Cover: black background, white triangle with collage of instruments; text printed in black. Publisher's no.: U.E.9595.

1 copy (050205); photocopy laid in. Stamp on front cover. Cover: Beige background, photo of Albert Préjean and Florelle; text printed in blue. Cover price: 1F.50.
Publisher's no. M.E. 3295b.

4 copies; 1 first printing, X.1928 (060213). Cover: black background, white triangle with collage of instruments; text printed in black. Publisher's no.: U.E.9594.

Chant de Barbara : L'opéra de quatre sous / text chanté de André Mauprey ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris: Max Eschig, c1932.

5 copies; two pre-war printings (IX. 1928, 060605; and XI. 1928).
Cover: black background, white triangle with collage of instruments behind it; title printed in black.
Cover of later printings: text only on plain background.
Publisher’s no.: U.E. 8847.

Chant des canons : tiré de l’Opéra de quat’sous / adaptation française de N. Steinhof et André Mauprey ; texte chanté d’André Mauprey ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Editions Max Eschig, 1931.
1 photocopy (990320).
Vocal line and text only.
Cover: Beige background, photo of Albert Préjean and Florelle; text printed in blue.
Cover price: 1F.50.
Publisher’s no.: M.E.3294b.

2 copies.
Cover: plain background; text printed in black.
Publisher’s no.: U.E. 9596.

3 copies; 1 photocopy.
Cover: black background, white triangle with collage of instruments; text printed in black.
Publisher’s no.: U.E. 9772.

Complainte de Mackie : L’opéra de quatre sous / texte chanté de André Mauprey ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Max Eschig, c1930
1 copy (140005) of first printing[?].
Melody and vocal line only.
Front cover: green background, flower design in corners; text printed in white.
Cover price: 1fr 50.
Publisher’s no.: M.E. 3024b.

Complainte de Mackie : L’opéra de quatre sous / texte chanté de André Mauprey ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Max Eschig, c1930
1 copy (060913).
Cover: Beige background, photo of Albert Préjean and Florelle; text printed in blue.
Cover price: 1F.50.
Publisher’s no.: M.E. 3024b.
Complainte de Mackie : L’opéra de quatre sous / text chanté de André Mauprey ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Max Eschig, c1932.
1 copy (051107).
Cover: dark blue background, text printed in white.
Publisher’s no.: M.E. 3024a.

Mack the Knife : from The threepenny opera / English words by Marc Blitzstein ; original German words by Bert Brecht ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Harms, c1955.
1 copy.
Cover: white background, photo of Louis Armstrong; text printed in purple.
Cover price: 50¢.
Publisher’s no.: S-2247-2.

1 copy (031024).
Stamp on front cover.
Cover: black-and-white photo of Caterina Valente against red and orange background panels; text printed in black.
Publisher’s no.: E M 597.

Mackie Messer = (Mack the knife) : Thema aus “Die Dreigroschenoper” / Text, Bert Brecht ; Musik, Kurt Weill. – Akkordeonausgabe. -- Köln : Hans Gerig, c1928.
1 copy (041211).
Cover: black-and-white photo of Louis Armstrong against red and orange background panels; text printed in black.
Publisher’s no.: EM 597.

Mack the Knife : a theme from “The threepenny opera” / music by Kurt Weill ; English words by Marc Blitzstein [sic] ; original German words by Bert Brecht. -- London : Arcadia, c1956.
1 copy (050721).
Cover: yellow background; text printed in black.
Cover price: 20p.
Publisher’s no.: A.M.223.

Mack the Knife = Moritat / English words by Marc Blitzstein ; (original German words by Bert Brecht) ; music by Kurt Weill. -- Melbourne : Allan, [1956?] 
1 copy (100135); poor condition: stains, holes punched in left margin.
Cover: yellow background, drawing of Macheath holding “Wanted” posters; text printed in black.
Cover price: 3/-. 
Publisher's no.: B.7003.

2 copies (150182, 150282).
Melody and vocal line only
Cover: red background with drawing of masked burglar carrying bag (second copy has blue background, otherwise the same); text printed in white or black.
Publisher's no.: S. 5371 Z.

Mack the knife : from The threepenny opera / English words by Marc Blitzstein [sic] ; original German words by Bert Brecht ; music by Kurt Weill. -- Tel Aviv: Illan Melody Press, c1956.
1 copy (160128).
Title, statement of responsibility, publisher information, and sung text also given in Hebrew.
Series: Hits of the world 55.
Cover: silhouette of man in top hat looking around a corner under a lamppost against red and white background panels; text printed in black.
Cover price: 400 prut.
Publisher's no.: imp 5655.

Mack the Knife : from The threepenny opera / English words by Marc Blitzstein ; original German words by Bert Brecht ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Harms, c1955.
1 copy; 2nd copy 080314.
Cover: white background, photo of Bobby Darin; text printed in purple.
Cover price: 60¢.
Publisher's no.: S-2247-2.

Mack the Knife : from The threepenny opera / English words by Marc Blitzstein ; original German words by Bert Brecht ; music by Kurt Weill. -- London: Arcadia: Universal Edition, c1956.
2 copies (080523, 090046).
Cover: white background, photo of Bobby Darin; text printed in purple.
Cover price: 2/- (second copy), 2/6 (first copy).
Publisher's no.: A.M. 223.

Mack the Knife : from The threepenny opera / English words by Marc Blitzstein ; original German words by Bert Brecht ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Weill-Brecht-Harms Company, c1955.
1 copy (010517); photocopy laid in.
Cover: plain background; text printed in black.
Cover price: 75 cents.
Publisher's no.: S-2247-2.

Mack the Knife = Moritat / English words by Marc Blitzstein; (original German words by Bert Brecht); music by Kurt Weill. -- Melbourne: Allan, [1956?]
1 copy (140067).
Series: Allan's all-time standard series.
Cover: white background, collage of musicians and text printed in red.
Publisher's no.: B.7003.

Mack the Knife: from The threepenny opera / original German words by Bert Brecht; English words by Marc Blitzstein; music by Kurt Weill. -- Deluxe edition. -- Secaucus, N.J.: Warner Bros., c1955, 1928.
1 copy (red cover); 2 copies (yellow cover), second copy 041217.
Cover (first copy): red background; Warner Bros. logo in white; text printed in white.
Cover (second copy): pale yellow background, Warner Bros. logo in silver and orange; text printed in blue.
Cover price (red cover): $2.95.
Cover prices (yellow cover): $3.50, $3.95.
Publisher's no.: VSO324.

Mack the Knife: from The threepenny opera / original German words by Bert Brecht; English words by Marc Blitzstein; music by Kurt Weill. -- Deluxe edition. -- Van Nuys: Alfred, c1955, 1928.
1 copy (080117).
Cover: Pale yellow background; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: VSO324.

Mack the Knife: a theme from The threepenny opera / music by Kurt Weill; original German words by Bertolt Brecht; English words by Marc Blitzstein. -- Vienna: Universal Edition, c1956, 1928.
1 copy (110027).
Publisher's no.: UE 18837.

1 copy (001120).
Cover: Blue-green background, drawing of grand piano resting on open book; text printed in black.
Cover price: 50¢.
Publisher's no.: S-2259-3.

1 copy (100128).
Cover: Blue-green background, drawing of grand piano resting on open book; text printed in black.
Cover price: 60¢.
Publisher's no.: S-2259-3.

1 copy (060908).
Cover: Inside of grand piano with photo of Lou Snider superimposed; text printed in black.
Cover price: 50 cents in Canada.
Publisher's no.: S-2259-3.

1 copy (040908).
Cover: brown and white stripes with design of grand piano seen from the top with opposite striping; text printed in brown.
Cover price: 85¢ (sticker).
Publisher's no.: S-2259-3.

1 copy (red cover, 870503; and pale yellow cover).
Cover (first copy): red background; Warner Bros. logo in white; text printed in
white.

Cover (second copy): pale yellow background, Warner Bros. logo in silver and orange; text printed in blue.

Cover price (red cover): $2.95.

Cover prices (yellow cover): $3.50.

Publisher's no.: S-2259-3.

Theme from *The threepenny opera* / original libretto by Bert Brecht; original music by Kurt Weill. -- Piano solo. -- London: Arcadia, c1956.

1 copy (030724).

Cover: yellow background, drawing of Macheath holding “Wanted” posters; text printed in black.

Cover price: 2/-.

Publisher’s no.: A.M. 220.

Mack the Knife / German words by Bert Brecht; English words by Marc Blitzstein; music by Kurt Weill; arr. by Ada Richter. -- [New York]: Weill-Brecht-Harms, c1964.

1 copy (050908).

Cover: magenta background with grand piano seen from the top; text printed in white.

Cover price: 50¢.

Publisher’s no.: S-2602-2.


1 copy (120053).

Cover: blue-green background, drawing of grand piano, photo of Dan Coates.

Cover price: $2.95 (sticker).

Publisher’s no.: PC0230.


1 copy (071216).

Cover: blue background with drawing of organ keyboard; text printed in black.

Cover price: 60 cents.

Publisher’s no.: S-2264-4.


1 copy (020524).

Cover: Pink background with white and black rectangles; text printed in black.
Cover price: .75.
“Electrotone series.”
Publisher’s no.: S-2556-4.

1 copy; additional copy added 130110; 1 photocopy.
Cover: red background, drawing of Macheath holding “Wanted” posters; text printed in black.
Cover price: 2/- (first copy only).
Publisher’s no.: A.M. 224.

1 copy (050510).
Cover: blue-green background with drawing of accordion; text printed in brown.
Cover price: 40¢.
Publisher’s no.: KTM-S-2263-2.

2 copies (060305, 140016).
Cover (first copy): plain background with images of a keyboard, guitar, and accordion and radiating blue lines at top.
Cover (second copy): white background, pale orange design shaped roughly like a bow tie.
First copy has two pages of notation for guitar that are not in second copy.
Accompanied by: manual explaining “Klavarskribo” notation.
Publisher’s no.: 16490.

3 copies.
Cover: plain background, text printed in black.
Publisher’s no.: U.E. 9652.

La fiancée du pirate : L'opéra de quatre sous / text chanté de André Mauprey ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Max Eschig, c1932.
1 copy (051107).
Piano-vocal version.
Cover: blue background; text printed in white.
Publisher’s no.: M.E. 3296.
La fiancée du pirate : tirée de l’Opéra de quat’sous / adaptation française de N. Steinhof et André Mauprey ; texte chanté de André Mauprey ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Chant seul. -- Paris : Editions Max Eschig, 1931.
1 photocopy (990320); 1 copy (050205).
Stamp on front cover of original.
Cover: Beige background, photo of Albert Préjean and Florelle; text printed in blue.
Cover price: 1F.50 (on photocopy only).
Publisher’s no.: M.E. 3296.

5 copies; 1 photocopy. Two pre-war printings: XI. 1928 (140119) and XII. 1928 (110260; pages separated from cover; otherwise in good condition).
Stamp on cover of earlier printing.
Cover: black background, white triangle with collage of instruments; text printed in black.
Publisher’s no.: U.E. 8848.

Tango-ballade (Ballade du souteneur) : tirée de l’Opéra de quatre sous / adaptation française de N. Steinhof et André Mauprey. -- Chant seul. -- Paris : Max Eschig, c1931.
1 copy (050205); photocopy laid in.
Stamp on front cover of original.
Cover: Beige background, photo of Albert Préjean and Florelle; text printed in blue.
Cover price: 1F.50 (on photocopy only).
Publisher’s no.: M.E. 3297b.

[Firebrand of Florence. Selections]

A rhyme for Angela / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Alternate lyrics penciled in in some places.
Cover: “Much ado about love” (background of pink arches; text printed in black).
Publisher's no.: 1350-6.

A rhyme for Angela / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
2 copies; 1 photocopy.
Cover: “Firebrand of Florence” (white background with maroon border; text printed in maroon or black).
Publisher's no.: 1350-6.

Sing me not a ballad / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
1 copy (060401).
Cover: “Much ado about love” (background of pink arches; text printed in black).
Publisher's no.: 1352-6.

Publisher's no.: 1352-6.

Sing me not a ballad / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
3 copies (best copy, 020716); 1 photocopy.
Cover: “Firebrand of Florence” (white background with maroon border; text printed in maroon or black).
Publisher's no.: 1352-6.

Publisher's no.: 1349-4.

There'll be life, love and laughter / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Cover: “Much ado about love” (background of pink arches; text printed in black).
Publisher's no.: 1349-4.

Publisher's no.: 1349-4.

There'll be life, love and laughter / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
3 copies (one of which lacks a cover); 1 photocopy.
Cover: “Firebrand of Florence” (white background with maroon border; text printed in maroon or black).
Publisher's no.: 1349-4.

Publisher's no.: 1351-5.

You're far too near me / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
1 copy (100252).
Cover: “Much ado about love” (background of pink arches; text printed in black).
Publisher's no.: 1351-5.

You're far too near me / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Cover: “Firebrand of Florence” (white background with maroon border; text printed in maroon or black).
Publisher's no.: 1351-5.

[Happy end. Selections]
1 copy (printed October 1929); color photocopy of cover.
Cover: green background, white triangle with collage of instruments; text printed in red.
Publisher's no.: U.E. 9892.

3 copies.
Cover: black background, white triangle with collage of instruments behind it; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: U.E. 9892.

1 copy (100119); 1 photocopy.
Cover: blue background, photo of Jacqueline François; text printed in white.
Publisher's no.: E.A.S. 16140bis.

The Bilbao song : from Happy end / English words by Johnny Mercer ; original German words by Bert Brecht ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Warner Bros., c1961.
Cover: white background, photo of Andy Williams; text printed in blue.
Cover price: 60¢ (first copy); $1.00 (sticker on second copy).
Publisher's no.: S-2461-2.

The Bilbao song : from Happy end / English words by Johnny Mercer ; original German words by Bert Brecht ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Warner Bros., c1961.
1 copy.
Cover: plain white background; text printed in black.
Cover price: $1.50.
Publisher's no.: S-2461-2.

1 copy (printed July 1929).
Cover: green background, white triangle with collage of instruments; text printed in red.
Publisher's no.: U.E. 9862.
4 copies (fifth copy added 080328); 1 photocopy.
Fifth copy has Hal Leonard sticker on back cover.
Cover: black background, white triangle with collage of instruments; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: U.E. 9862.

1 copy; second copy 060906.
Cover: background composed of gray and brown panels; reproduction of original sheet-music cover ; text printed in white.
Publisher's no.: E.A.S. 7713.
Donated by Pascal Huynh, 941100.

3 copies.
Cover: black background, white triangle with collage of instruments; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: U.E. 9893.

[Huckleberry Finn. Selections]

Apple jack / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1954.
1 copy; 1 photocopy. Additional copy 040630.
Cover: light brown border around sepia-toned river scene; text printed in black.
Cover price: 60¢.
Publisher's no.: 1993-3.

Apfelsaft = Apple jack : aus Huckleberry Finn / Originaltext, Maxwell Anderson ; Dtsch. Text, Lys Symonette ; Musik, Kurt Weill. -- München : Chappell, c1954.
1 copy.
No cover. (Issued without cover?)
Publisher's no.: 14 CH 1672.
851118.

The catfish song / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1954.
2 copies; 1 photocopy; color photocopy of front cover.
The Catfisch Song: aus Huckleberry Finn / Originaltext, Maxwell Anderson; Dtsch. Text, Lys Symonette; Musik, Kurt Weill. -- München: Chappell, c1954.
3 copies.
Publisher's no.: 14 CH 1671.
No cover. (Issued without cover?)
851118.

Come in, mornin' / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1954.
4 copies; 1 photocopy. Additional copy 040630.
Cover: light brown border around sepia-toned river scene; text printed in black.
Cover price: 60¢
Publisher's no.: 1991-3.

River chanty / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1954.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Cover: light brown border around sepia-toned river scene; text printed in black.
Cover price: 60¢
Publisher's no.: 1990-7.

This time next year / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1954.
1 copy; 2 photocopies. Additional copy 040630.
Cover: light brown border around sepia-toned river scene; text printed in black.
Cover price: 60¢
Publisher's no.: 1992-3.

Nächstes Jahr um diese Zeit = This time next year: aus Huckleberry Finn / Originaltext, Maxwell Anderson; Dtsch. Text, Lys Symonette; Musik, Kurt Weill. -- München: Chappell, c1954.
2 copies, one with original and variant English text written in by Lys Symonette.
(Variant English text probably created for a projected music theater piece based on the life of Mark Twain titled “The trouble begins at eight.”)
No cover. (Issued without cover?)
Publisher's no.: 15 CH 1693.

[Je ne t'aime pas]
Je ne t'aime pas / paroles de Maurice Magre ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Éditions Coda : Heugel, c1934.
1 copy; 2 photocopies (one belonging to Lenya).
Piano-vocal edition.
Cover: background of pink or purple panels, photo of Lys Gauty in lower left; text printed in pink, purple, or white.
Publisher's no.: E.C. 233.

[Johnny Johnson. Selections]

Mon ami, my friend / words by Paul Green ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1936.
1 copy (clean, 011206); 1 copy (heavily marked); 1 photocopy (clean except for copyright stamp on front cover).
Cover: gray and white background incorporating images of Statue of Liberty and a dove; drawing of doughboy in red superimposed; text printed in red.
Publisher's no.: C-681-4.

Oh, heart of love / words by Paul Green ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1936.
1 copy (060321); 2 photocopies.
Cover: gray and white background incorporating images of Statue of Liberty and a dove; drawing of doughboy in red superimposed; text printed in red.
Cover price: 85¢ (sticker).
Publisher's no.: C-677-3.

1 copy (060321); second copy added 080809; 1 photocopy (bears copyright stamp on front cover).
Cover: gray and white background incorporating images of Statue of Liberty and a dove; drawing of doughboy in red superimposed; text printed in red.
Cover price: .95 (sticker)
Publisher's no.: C-675-5.

To love you and to lose you [Johnny's song] / words by Edward Heyman ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1936.
2 copies; 1 photocopy; 1 color photocopy of front cover.
Cover: gray and white background incorporating images of Statue of Liberty and a dove; drawing of doughboy in red superimposed; text printed in red.
Publisher's no.: C-685-4.
[Knickerbocker holiday. Selections]

It never was anywhere you : duet / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Crawford, c1938.
1 copy (040701); further copies added 120159, 120171, 150043, 160149 (only the last has a clean cover); 1 photocopy.
Cover: gray background with red panel superimposed, silhouette in white of hat, cane, and gloves; text printed in red or white.
1 photocopy (with added copyright notice).
See also Ser.30, box 4, folder 6.

It never was you : duet / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Crawford : Chappell, [195-?], c1938.
1 copy; 1 photocopy (with added copyright notice).
Cover: gray background with red panel superimposed, silhouette in white of hat, cane, and gloves; text printed in red or white.
Cover price: 75¢ (sticker).

It never was you : duet (Brom-Tina) / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- [New York] : DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, [196-?], c1938.
1 copy (100277).
Cover: gray background with red panel superimposed, silhouette in white of hat, cane, and gloves; text printed in red or white.
Cover price: 95¢ (sticker).

Love has made this such a lovely day / words by Sammy Cahn ; music by Jule Styne. -- New York : Crawford, 1943.
1 copy (040311); second copy added 150043.
From the film version of Knickerbocker holiday.
Cover: light brown and white background showing church window(?); photo of Nelson Eddy and Constance Dowling, smaller photo of Charles Coburn and Dowling in a circle at lower left; text printed in white or dark brown.
Publisher's no.: 539-5.

Love has made this such a lovely day : from Knickerbocker holiday / words by Sammy Cahn ; music by Jule Styne. -- London : Chappell : New York : Crawford, c1943.
1 copy (160033).
Cover: light blue and black background showing church window(?); photo of Nelson Eddy and Constance Dowling, smaller photo of Charles Coburn and Dowling in a circle at lower left; text printed in white or black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: 37148.
One more smile / words by Sammy Cahn; music by Jule Styne. -- New York: Crawford, 1943.
1 copy (070117); further copies added 150043, 160033.
From the film version of *Knickerbocker holiday*.
Cover: light brown and white background showing church window(?); photo of Nelson Eddy and Constance Dowling, smaller photo of Charles Coburn and Dowling in a circle at lower left; text printed in white or dark brown.
Publisher’s no.: 539-3.

September song: (Stuyvesant) / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Crawford, c1938.
1 copy of first issue (060910); further copies added 070106, 120141, 150043.
Cover: gray background with red panel superimposed, silhouette in white of hat, cane, and gloves; text printed in red or white.

September song: (Stuyvesant) / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Crawford, c1938.
1 copy of second issue (lighter cover, more titles) (030930).
Cover: gray background with red panel superimposed, silhouette in white of hat, cane, and gloves; text printed in red or white.

September song: (Stuyvesant) / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Crawford: Chappell, [1944?], c1938.
5 copies, 6th copy added 160033; 1 color photocopy of front cover.
Cover: light brown and white background showing church window(?); photo of Nelson Eddy and Constance Dowling, smaller photo of Charles Coburn and Dowling in a circle at lower left; text printed in white or dark brown.

September song: (Stuyvesant) / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- Sydney: Chappell; New York: Crawford, [1944?], c1938.
1 copy (070107); 1 photocopy.
Cover: orange-pink background, photo of Nelson Eddy and Constance Dowling; text printed in black.
Cover price: 2/-.

September song: from the musical play *Knickerbocker holiday* / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Crawford: Chappell, [1946?], c1938.
2 copies; 1 photocopy.
Cover: orange background, drawing of falling leaves intermingled with stars; text printed in brown.

September song: from the musical play *Knickerbocker holiday* / words by Maxwell Anderson; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: DeSylva, Brown &
Henderson, [1951?], c1938.
1 copy (040319).
Cover: orange background, drawing of falling leaves intermingled with stars; text printed in brown.
Cover price: 95¢.

September song = J'ai peur de l'automne / paroles anglaises de Maxwell Anderson ; paroles françaises de Michel Vaucaire ; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Chappell, c1938.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Issued without cover?
Publisher's no.: C.S.A. 2.656.

September song / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- København : Wilhelm Hansen ; New York : Crawford, c1938.
1 photocopy (061129).
Cover: windswept leaves against an orange background, text printed in white or black.
Publisher's no.: 26345.

1 copy; further copies added 060410, 070218.
Cover: orange background with drawing of falling leaves and stars, photo of Joseph Cotten and Joan Fontaine with information about film partly superimposed; text printed in dark brown.
Cover price: [none], 50¢, 60¢.

1 copy (021113); additional copy in poor condition 051217; best copy 060510.
Cover: background composed of orange panel and photo of Greek ruin, photo of Joan Fontaine and Joseph Cotten superimposed; text printed in black.
Cover price: 1/-.
Publisher's no.: 38477.

1 copy (071122); second copy added 140028.
Cover: orange or plain background, windswept leaves and stylized musical notation, reference to film September affair; text printed in white or black.
Cover price: 2/6.
September song = J'ai peur de l'automne / paroles anglaises de Maxwell Anderson; paroles françaises de Michel Vaucaire; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Chappell, c1938.
1 copy (070406)
Cover: plain or brown background, windswept leaves, reference to film Les amants e Capri (September affair); text printed in brown.
Publisher's no.: C.S.A. 2.656.

J'ai peur de l'automne = September song / paroles anglaises de Maxwell Anderson; paroles françaises de Michel Vaucaire; musique de Kurt Weill. -- Paris : Chappell; New York : Crawford, c1938.
1 copy; vocal line only (050617).
Cover: plain background, windswept leaves, reference to film Les amants e Capri (September affair), photos of Jacqueline François, Paulette Rollin, and Jean Sablon; text printed in brown.
Publisher's no.: C.S.A. 2.656 bis.

1 copy (070708); second copy with green leaves added 080803.
Cover: gray background with silhouetted trees, falling orange leaves, photo of Joan Fontaine and Joseph Cotten; text printed in white.
Publisher's no.: E. 1442 A.

1 copy (051006); 1 photocopy.
Cover: gray background with silhouetted trees, falling orange leaves, photo of Joan Fontaine and Joseph Cotten; text printed in white.
Publisher's no.: E. 1443 A.

Der schönste Liebestraum = September song : Slow-Fox / Musik, Kurt Weill; englischer Text, Maxwell Anderson; deutscher Text, Werner Cyprys. -- Hamburg : Papageno : Sikorski, c1938.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Cover: background of plain or red panels; text printed in red or white.

1 copy (100275).
Series: Evergreens & Welterfolge.
Cover: red background, white panel; text printed in white or black.
Publisher's no.: 6/4078.

September song: slowfox / Text, Maxwell Anderson; Musik, Kurt Weill; bearb.
1 copy, English text only (100275).
Series: Evergreens & Welterfolge.
Cover: red background, white panel; text printed in white or black.
ISMN: M-003-02073-0.
Publisher's no.: 6-4078.

Cancion de Septiembre = September song: del film Paramount “Sinfonia otoñal” / letra de Maxwell Anderson; música de Kurt Weill. -- Rockefeller Center, N.Y.: Crawford, c1938; Buenos Aires: Música Internacional Downey, [1951]
1 copy (061028); reference photocopy laid in.
Cover: Plain background, photo of Tito Grey; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: G. 33 8-51.

1 copy (030225); additional copy (different cover, printing date 11/92) 050520; third copy, probably older, with Chappell popular song catalogue on back cover, 110123.
Cover: plain background; text printed in black.
Cover (050520): gray background; text printed in black or white (“Elite series” printed on blue panel at top).
Cover price (110123): 2/6.
Publisher's no.: 37147.

1 copy, creased (080301); second copy added 160076.
Key of B-flat.
Cover: beige panel with names of months superimposed, photo of Walter Huston as Stuyvesant; text printed in black on brown panel at top.
Cover price: $1.25.
Publisher's no.: S524 (from front cover).

1 copy (051026); second copy added 110028.
Cover: Pale yellow background, curved stripes in yellow, orange, and red run
horizontally across page; text printed in black.
  Cover price (050126): $2.50.
  Publisher’s no.: HL00305040.

September song : from “Knickerbocker holiday” / words by Maxwell Anderson ;
music by Kurt Weill. – London : Warner Chappell, c1938. -- (IMP Star Collection)
  1 copy (040415); printing date 8/94.
  “[Copyright] 1938 Chappell . . . Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, USA.”
  Cover: dark blue background with lighter panel superimposed; text printed in red,
  yellow, or black.

September song : from the musical play “Knickerbocker holiday” / words by
Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill ; arranged by William Stickles. -- Duet :
  1 copy (050413).
  Cover: beige background with vertical gray panels on both sides; text printed in
  blue.
  Cover price: 75 cents.
  Publisher’s no.: 806-5.

September song / Kurt Weill ; arranged by Trude Rittman. -- Piano solo. -- New
York : Crawford Music Corporation, c1948, 1938.
  1 copy (060925); second copy added 140064.
  Cover: dark yellow background; text printed in brown.
  Cover price: 60 cents.
  Publisher’s no.: 720-4.

September song / Kurt Weill ; arranged by Trude Rittman. -- Piano solo. -- New
  1 copy (020505).
  Cover: bright yellow background; text printed in brown.
  Cover price (sticker): .75.
  Publisher’s no.: 720-4.

September song / Kurt Weill ; arranged by Louis C. Singer. -- Piano solo. -- New
  1 copy (040319); second copy added 140164 (different cover, arrangement
attributed to Lou Singer).
  Series: Chappell showcase for piano.
  Cover: pink background with drawing of partial piano keyboard; text printed in
  black.
  Cover price: 50¢.
  Publisher’s no.: 865-3.
Liberace’s version of September song / music by Kurt Weill ; words by Maxwell
1 copy (011231).
  Cover: patterned black-and-white background, photo of Liberace; text printed in
white or black.
  Cover price (sticker): 95¢.
  Publisher’s no.: 936-4.

September song : from Knickerbocker holiday / lyrics by Maxwell Anderson ;
music by Kurt Weill ; arranged by Mischa Portnoff. -- Simplified teaching edition for
1 copy, stained (090233).
  Cover: brown background with blue and white border, drawing of children
hanging notes on a staff or sitting on blocks marked with accidentals; text printed in
white.
  Cover price: 50¢.
  Publisher’s no.: 1023-2.

September song / by Kurt Weill ; arranged by Ashley Miller for Hammond and
1 copy (011105).
  Cover: photo of straight and fan-shaped organ keyboards incorporated tinto
designs, predominant color orange; text printed in black.
  Cover price (sticker): 85¢.
  Publisher’s no.: 970-4.

September song / music by Kurt Weill ; accordion arrangement by Charles
1 copy (040213).
  Cover: brown background, photo of accordion with a hand on the keys; text
printed in black.
  Cover price: 50¢.
  Publisher’s no.: 817-3.

There's nowhere to go but up / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt
Weill. -- New York : Crawford : Chappell, c1937.
1 copy (150043); second copy added 160149. Two copies of later printing also
available, along with 1 photocopy and a color photocopy of front cover.
  Cover: gray background with red panel superimposed, silhouette in white of hat,
cane, and gloves; text printed in red or white.
Additional copy in Ser.30, box 4, folder 6.

Will you remember me : duet / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt
Weill. -- New York : Crawford : Chappell, c1938.
2 copies; 1 photocopy.
Cover: gray background with red panel superimposed, silhouette in white of hat, cane, and gloves; text printed in red or white. (Second copy has plain cover.)

[Kuhhandel (Kingdom for a cow). Selections]

As long as I love / words by Desmond Carter ; music by Kurt Weill. -- London : Chappell, c1935.
2 photocopies (920601, 950616). Original cover (020215).
Cover: plain background, painting of soldier astride a cow; text printed in blue or red.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: 32414.

As long as I love / words by Desmond Carter ; music by Kurt Weill. -- London : Faber : Chappell, c1935.
1 copy (120064).
Cover: white background, “ff” (Faber logo) printed in red, title on pasted label.
Publisher's no.: 32414.

Two hearts / words by Desmond Carter ; music by Kurt Weill. -- London : Chappell, c1935.
1 copy (031007); second copy added 110031; 2 photocopies (one 950616).
Cover: plain background, painting of soldier astride a cow; text printed in blue or red.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: 32413.

Two hearts/ words by Desmond Carter ; music by Kurt Weill. -- London : Faber : Chappell, c1935.
1 copy (120063).
Cover: white background, “ff” (Faber logo) printed in red, title on pasted label.
Publisher's no.: 32414.

[Lady in the dark. Selections]

Girl of the moment / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1941.
2 copies (1 each purple and pink cover); 1 photocopy.
Cover: Purple background, b&w photo of Gertrude Lawrence “bursting” through it; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: C-1092-4.
Jenny / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1941.
2 copies (both purple, one with torn cover); copy added 080120; 1 photocopy.
Cover: Purple background, b&w photo of Gertrude Lawrence “bursting” through it; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: C-1099-6.

Jenny / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, [1944?], c1941.
2 copies (one 020730); 1 photocopy.
Cover: gray background, photo of Ginger Rogers, text printed in red or black.
Publisher's no.: C-1099-6.

1 copy (050515).
Cover: red background, photo of Ginger Rogers, text printed in red or black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: 35555.

Jenny / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- Sydney : Chappell, [1944?], c1941.
1 copy (140265).
Cover: gray background, photo of Ginger Rogers, text printed in red or black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: C-1099-6.

Jenny / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, [1968?], c1941.
2 copies.
Cover: Enlarged image of Julie Andrews (as Gertrude Lawrence) with a red star over the left eye; text printed in red or black.
Cover price: 75¢.
Publisher's no.: C-1099-6.

My ship / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1941.
1 copy, page missing (pink cover); 1 copy, cover missing; 1 photocopy; 1 copy, first printing (080513).
Cover: Purple background, b&w photo of Gertrude Lawrence “bursting” through it; text printed in black.
Cover price (pink cover): $1.00.
Publisher's no.: C-1094-3.
My ship / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, [1944?], c1941.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Cover: gray background, photo of Ginger Rogers, text printed in red or black.
Publisher's no.: C-1094-3.

My ship : from “Lady in the dark” / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- London : Chappell, c1941.
1 copy (060827); photocopy laid in.
Cover: blue background, black crosshatch pattern, three LP or 78 rpm discs; text printed in black.
Cover price: 3/-.
Publisher's no.: 46291.

My ship / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, [1968?], c1941.
1 copy.
Cover: Enlarged image of Julie Andrews (as Gertrude Lawrence) with a red star over the left eye; text printed in red or black.
Cover price: 75¢.
Publisher's no.: C-1094-3.

My ship / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, [197-], c1941.
1 copy (060313).
“Charles Hansen, Inc. distributor”–front cover.
Publisher's no.: C-1094-3.

Arranged for piano solo.
1 copy (030404).
Cover: pink background with drawing of partial piano keyboard; text printed in black.
Cover price (sticker): 60¢.
Publisher's no.: 9352-3.

One life to live / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1941.
2 copies (1 each purple and pink cover); 1 photocopy.
Cover: Purple background, b&w photo of Gertrude Lawrence “bursting” through it; text printed in black.
Cover price (pink cover): 60¢.
Publisher's no.: C-1095-5.
The princess of pure delight / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1941.
3 copies (one lacking cover, one later issue); 1 photocopy.
Cover: Purple background, b&w photo of Gertrude Lawrence “bursting” through it; text printed in black.
Cover price (later issue): 60¢.
Publisher's no.: C-1096-6.

Suddenly it's spring / words by Johnny Burke ; music by Jimmy van Heusen. -- New York : Famous Music, c1943.
1 copy.
Cover: gray background, photo of Ginger Rogers, text printed in red or black.
From the film version of Lady in the Dark.

Suddenly it's spring / words by Johnny Burke ; music by Jimmy Van Heusen. -- London: Chappell, c1943.
1 copy (090148).
Cover: red background, photo of Ginger Rogers, text printed in red or black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: 37087.

This is new / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1941.
2 copies (1 each purple and pink cover); 1 photocopy.
Cover: Purple background, b&w photo of Gertrude Lawrence “bursting” through it; text printed in black.
Cover price (pink cover): 60¢.
Publisher's no.: C-1093-4.

This is new : from “Lady in the dark” / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- London : Chappell, c1941.
1 copy (060130).
Cover: red background, photo of Ginger Rogers, text printed in red or black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: 35554.

Tschaikowsky (and other Russians) / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1941.
1 copy (purple cover); 2 photocopies.
Cover: Purple background, b&w photo of Gertrude Lawrence “bursting” through it; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: C-1104-4.
[Lost in the stars. Selections]

   Big mole / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, 1949.
   4 copies; 1 photocopy.
   Cover: orange background, drawing of village with church at center, vertical borders with vaguely African images; text printed in brown.
   Publisher's no.: 1673-5.

   1 copy.
   No cover (issued without cover?).
   Publisher's no.: 12 CH 1491.

   The little gray house / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, 1949.
   2 copies; additional copy 040630; fourth copy (first printing) 070304.
   Cover: orange background, drawing of village with church at center, vertical borders with vaguely African images; text printed in brown.
   Publisher's no.: 1662-4.

   Lost in the stars / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Crawford : Chappell, 1946.
   5 copies.
   Cover: blue background, drawing of falling leaves intermingled with stars; text printed in brown.
   Publisher's no.: 645-4.

   2 copies.
   Cover: blue background, drawing of falling leaves intermingled with stars; text printed in brown.
   Cover price: 60¢
   Publisher's no.: 645-4.

   Lost in the stars / words by Maxwell Anderson ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Crawford, [1949?], 1946.
   3 copies; fourth copy (first printing) 070304; 1 photocopy; color photocopy of front cover.
   Cover: orange background, drawing of village with church at center, vertical borders with vaguely African images; text printed in brown.
   Publisher's no.: 1661-4.
1 copy (080716).
Cover: blue and white background, quadrilateral blue panels; text printed in black or white.
Cover price: 3/-.  
Publisher's no.: 47747.

2 copies (one lacking cover); third copy (first printing) 070304; 1 photocopy.
Cover: orange background, drawing of village with church at center, vertical borders with vaguely African images; text printed in brown. 
Publisher's no.: 1660-4.

3 copies; 1 photocopy.
Cover: orange background, drawing of village with church at center, vertical borders with vaguely African images; text printed in brown.
Publisher's no.: 1672-4.

Weit ist der Weg = Thousands of miles : aus Lost in the stars (Der weite Weg) / Dtsch. Text, Lys Bert Symonette ; Musik, Kurt Weill. -- München : Chappell, c1949.
1 copy.
No cover (issued without cover?)
Publisher's no.: 12 CH 1490.

2 copies; third copy (first printing) 070304; 1 photocopy.
Cover: orange background, drawing of village with church at center, vertical borders with vaguely African images; text printed in brown.
Publisher's no.: 1664-6.

[Love life. Selections]

1 copy; second copy 071006; 1 photocopy.
Cover: red background with white area in the center, drawings of various vaudeville acts; text printed in green.
Publisher's no.: 1580-6.
Green-up time / words by Alan Jay Lerner; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, 1948.
1 copy (090047), 1 copy autographed by Nanette Fabray (020624); 1 copy of later printing (981203); 2 photocopies; color photocopy of front cover.
Cover: red background with white area in the center, drawings of various vaudeville acts; text printed in green.
Cover price: 60¢
Publisher's no.: 1576-4.

Here I'll stay / words by Alan Jay Lerner; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, 1948.
3 copies (one 020520; best copy 031124; additional copy added 050104); 1 copy of later printing; 2 copies without covers (one with tape, one with cues penciled in); 1 photocopy.
Cover: red background with white area in the center, drawings of various vaudeville acts; text printed in green.
Publisher's no.: 1574-4.

Here I'll stay / words by Alan Jay Lerner; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, 1948.
1 copy (150095).
Cover: white background, red and pink stripes, two white panels; text printed in red.
Cover price: 75 cents.
Publisher's no.: 1574-4.

Is it him or is it me / words by Alan Jay Lerner; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, 1948.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Cover: red background with white area in the center, drawings of various vaudeville acts; text printed in green.
Publisher's no.: 1594-6.

1 copy (981203); copy added 120021; 1 photocopy.
Publisher's no.: 1607-6.

Mr. Right / words by Alan Jay Lerner; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1948.
1 copy (981203) with added copyright notice; additional copy returned by Teresa Stratas from long-term loan.
Cover: red background with white area in the center, drawings of various vaudeville acts; text printed in green.
Publisher’s no.: 1598-4.

1 copy (loose cover); 1 copy in good condition (040505); copy added 130248; 1 photocopy.
Cover: red background with white area in the center, drawings of various vaudeville acts; text printed in green.
Publisher's no.: 1579-8.

This is the life / words by Alan Jay Lerner ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, 1948.
1 copy; 1 photocopy.
Cover: red background with white area in the center, drawings of various vaudeville acts; text printed in green.
Publisher's no.: 1595.

[Marie galante. Selections]

1 photocopy; color cover (080710).
Cover: black background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance; text printed in pink or black.
Cover price: 6F.
Publisher's no.: H.30,916.

2 copies.
Cover: blue background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance, photo of Florelle; text printed in white or blue.
Cover price: 1F 50.
Publisher's no.: H.30,916bis.

1 copy; 1 photocopy (051215).
Cover: blue background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance, photo of Florelle; text printed in white or blue.
Cover price: 1F 50.
Publisher's no.: H.30,913bis.
   1 copy; 1 photocopy.
   Cover: beige background, central purple panel with photo of Lys Gauty; text printed in beige or purple.
   Cover price: 1.50.
   Publisher's no.: H.30,912bis.

   1 photocopy (060519).
   Cover: blue background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance, photo of Florelle; text printed in white or blue.
   Cover price: 1F 50.
   Publisher's no. H. 30,912bis.

   1 copy.
   Cover: black background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance; text printed in pink or black.
   Cover price: 6F.
   Publisher's no.: H.30,912.

   2 copies.
   Cover: black background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance; text printed in pink or black.
   Cover price: 6F.
   Publisher's no.: H.30,911.

   1 copy.
   Cover: blue background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance, photo of Florelle; text printed in white or blue.
   Cover price: 1F 50.
   Publisher's no.: H.30,917bis.

   1 photocopy (930701) without cover.
   Publisher's no.: H 30,917.
   930701.
4 copies.
Cover: black background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance; text printed in pink or black.
Cover price: 6F.
Publisher's no.: H.30,927.

3 photocopies, all without cover.
Lyrics later added by Roger Fernay to form the song Youkali (q.v.).
Publisher's no.: H.30,915.

2 copies; 1 color photocopy of front cover.
Cover: black background, drawing of woman removing mask as dove flies over her head and ship sails into the distance; text printed in pink or black.
Cover price: 6F.
Publisher's no.: H.30,914.

[One touch of Venus. Selections]

Foolish heart / words by Ogden Nash ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1943.
1 copy; 1 copy of first printing added 080202.
Cover: gray background, drawing of head of Greek statue with drapery, orange panel containing information about the work; text printed in white or orange.
Cover price (Sticker, later printing): .75.
Publisher's no.: C-1268-4.

Foolish heart = Hjerte, hvorfor / Engelsk tekst, Ogden Nash ; Dansk tekst, Mogens Dam ; Musik, Kurt Weill. -- København : Wilhelm Hansen ; New York : Chappell, [1973?], c1943.
1 photocopy (061129).
Cover: man and woman taking on telephone.
Publisher's no.: 26493.

(Don’t look now, but) My heart is showing / words by Ann Ronell ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1948, 1943.
Version of “Foolish heart” used in film, with new lyrics.
1 copy (981203).
Cover: blue background, full-length photo of Ava Gardner, stylized musical notation; text printed in black.
Cover price (sticker): 75¢.
Publisher's no.: 1606-4.

Version of “West wind” used in film, with new lyrics.
1 copy (941001); 2 photocopies (930730a).
Cover: blue background, full-length photo of Ava Gardner, stylized musical notation; text printed in black.
Publisher's no.: 1593-4.

Speak low / words by Ogden Nash; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1943.
3 copies of first printing (080714, 090237, 130199).
Cover: gray background, drawing of head of Greek statue with drapery, orange panel containing information about the work; text printed in white or orange.
Publisher's no.: C-1261-4.

Speak low (when you speak, love) / words by Ogden Nash; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1943.
2 copies (one 020220).
Cover: gray background, drawing of head of Greek statue with drapery, orange panel containing information about the work; text printed in white or orange.
Publisher's no.: C-1261-4.
Publisher's no.: C-1261-4.

Speak low = Sig alt, sig det kun trygt / Dansk tekst, Mogens Dam; Engelsk tekst, Ogden Nash; musik, Kurt Weill. -- København: Wilhelm Hansen; New York: Chappell, c1943.
1 photocopy (061129).
Cover: man and woman taking on telephone.
Publisher's no.: 26494.

Speak low / words by Ogden Nash; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, [1948?], c1943.
5 copies (1 with loose cover); color photocopy of front cover.
Cover: blue background, full-length photo of Ava Gardner, stylized musical
notation; text printed in black.
  Cover price (later printing): 60¢.
  Publisher's no.: C-1261-4.

Speak low: from the Universal-International film One touch of Venus / words by Ogden Nash; music by Kurt Weill. -- London: Chappell, [1950], c1943.
  1 copy (061008).
  Cover: dark blue background, full-length photo of Ava Gardner; text printed in black.
  Cover price: 2/-.
  Publisher's no.: 40487.

Speak low: from the Universal-International film One touch of Venus / words by Ogden Nash; music by Kurt Weill. -- London: Chappell, c1943.
  1 copy (150068).
  Front cover: drawing of proscenium, stage, and orchestra in pit as curtain is opening; text printed in black.
  Cover price: 3/-.
  Publisher's no.: 40487.

  1 copy (130229).
  Cover: background composed of one white and one blue panel, full-length photo of Ava Gardner with shadow drawn in; text printed in black, blue, or white.
  Publisher's no: E. 4974 C.

  2 copies.
  Front cover: white background, concentric design with rays, eighth notes; text printed in red or black.
  Cover price: $3.50.

Speak low (when you speak, love): from One touch of Venus / Kurt Weill; arranged [for Hammond organ] by Fred Feibel. -- New York: Chappell, c1956, 1943.
  1 copy (040212).
  Front cover: blue background, organ keyboards; text printed in black.
  Cover price: 60¢.
  Publisher's no.: 9333-6.

That's him / words by Ogden Nash; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1943.
1 copy of later printing, copy added 150186; 2 copies of first printing (061105, 150185), 1 photocopy; color photocopy of front cover (later printing).
Cover: gray background, drawing of head of Greek statue with drapery, orange panel containing information about the work; text printed in white or orange.
Publisher's no.: C-1259-4.

The trouble with women / words by Ogden Nash ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1943.
2 copies (one copy purchased from Ann Ronell estate, 950804); 1 photocopy; color photocopy of front cover.
Cover: gray background, drawing of head of Greek statue with drapery, orange panel containing information about the work; text printed in white or orange.
Cover price (950804): 60¢.
Publisher's no.: C-1267-4.

The trouble with women / words by Ogden Nash ; music by Kurt Weill. -- København : Wilhelm Hansen ; New York : Chappell, c1943.
1 photocopy (061129).
Cover: man and woman taking on telephone.
Publisher's no.: 26500.

Westwind / words by Ogden Nash ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1943.
3 copies: 1 first printing, 2 later printings (one 100060).
Cover: gray background, drawing of head of Greek statue with drapery, orange panel containing information about the work; text printed in white or orange.
Cover price (later printing): 60¢.
Publisher's no.: C-1260-4.

Westwind = Vestvind / Dansk tekst, Mogens Dam ; Engelsk tekst, Ogden Nash ; musik, Kurt Weill. -- København : Wilhelm Hansen ; New York : Chappell, c1943.
1 photocopy (061129).
Cover: man and woman taking on telephone.
Publisher's no.: 26492.

1 copy (941001); 2 photocopies (930730a).
Publisher's no.: 1593-4.

[Railroads on parade. Selections]

Mile after mile / words by Charles Alan and Buddy Bernier ; music by Kurt Weill.
-- New York : Crawford, c1939.
  1 copy; 1 photocopy.
  Cover: blue background, drawing of train and crescent moon; text printed in black.

[Song of the free]

  The song of the free / words by Archibald MacLeish ; music by Kurt Weill. --
  New York : Chappell, c1942.
  1 copy; copies added 080809, 120198; 1 photocopy.
  Cover: Plain background, flourishes in gray ink; text printed in black.
  Publisher's no.: C-1171-4.

[Street scene. Selections]

  A boy like you / words by Langston Hughes ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York :
  Chappell, 1947.
  2 copies; 1 photocopy.
  Cover: brown background, drawing of facade of tenement building; text printed in blue.
  Publisher's no.: 1483-4.

  Lonely house / words by Langston Hughes ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York :
  Chappell, 1946.
  2 copies (one with loose cover, the other a later printing); 1 photocopy; color
  photocopy of front cover.
  Cover: brown background, drawing of facade of tenement building; text printed in blue.
  Cover price (later printing): 60¢.
  Publisher's no.: 1465-5.

  Moon-faced, starry-eyed / words by Langston Hughes ; music by Kurt Weill. --
  1 copy of first printing, 2 copies of later printing; 1 photocopy.
  Cover: brown background, drawing of facade of tenement building; text printed in blue.
  Publisher's no.: 1476-3.

  We'll go away together / words by Langston Hughes ; music by Kurt Weill. --
  1 copy; 1 photocopy.
  Cover: brown background, drawing of facade of tenement building; text printed in
blue.
Publisher's no.: 1466-5.

What good would the moon be? / words by Langston Hughes; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, 1946.
2 copies of first printing (one added 070613); 2 copies of later printing; 1 photocopy.
Publisher's no.: 1461-5.

[Where do we go from here? Selections]

All at once / words by Ira Gershwin; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1945.
5 copies; 1 photocopy.
Cover: orange background, blue panel containing information about film, photos of Joan Leslie, Fred MacMurray, June Haver, and a fifer with two drummers; text printed in white, blue, or orange.
Publisher's no.: 1358-4.

All at once: from the 20th Century Fox film Where do we go from here / words by Ira Gershwin; music by Kurt Weill. -- London: Chappell, c1945.
1 copy (110095).
Cover: gray background, blue panel with information about film and stills (with a photo of June Haver and Fred MacMurray most prominent); text printed in white or black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: 37900.

All at once / words by Ira Gershwin; music by Kurt Weill. -- Sydney: Chappell, c1945.
1 copy (050922).
Cover: plain border, green background, plain panel with information about film, drawing of keyboard, stylized musical notes; text printed in black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher's no.: 37900.

If love remains / words by Ira Gershwin; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York: Chappell, c1945.
3 copies; 1 photocopy.
Cover: orange background, blue panel containing information about film, photos of Joan Leslie, Fred MacMurray, June Haver, and a fifer with two drummers; text printed in white, blue, or orange.
Publisher's no.: 1363-5.
If love remains: from the 20th Century Fox film Where do we go from here / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. – London : Chappell, c1945.
1 copy (040210).
Cover: gray background, blue panel with information about film and stills (with a photo of June Haver and Fred MacMurray most prominent); text printed in white or black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher’s no.: 37901.

The Nina, the Pinta, the Santa Maria / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1954, 1946.
2 copies (one 951020); 1 photocopy.
Cover: plain background, green panel with drawing of three sailing ships; text printed in black.
Cover price: 60¢.
Publisher’s no.: 2044-11.

Song of the Rhineland / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- New York : Chappell, c1945.
3 copies; 1 photocopy.
Cover: orange background, blue panel containing information about film, photos of Joan Leslie, Fred MacMurray, June Haver, and a fifer with two drummers; text printed in white, blue, or orange.
Publisher’s no.: 1364-6.

Song of the Rhineland : from the 20th Century Fox film Where do we go from here / words by Ira Gershwin ; music by Kurt Weill. -- London : Chappell, c1945.
1 copy, torn cover (040210); second copy (110096).
Cover: gray background, blue panel with information about film and stills (with a photo of June Haver and Fred MacMurray most prominent); text printed in white or black.
Cover price: 2/-.
Publisher’s no: 37902.

[You and me. Selections]

The right guy for me / words and music by Sam Coslow & Kurt Weill. -- New York : Famous Music, c1938.
2 copies (one marked "For professional use only"); 1 photocopy; color photocopy of front cover.
Cover: gray background, pink panels with photo of Sylvia Sidney and George Raft and information about the film, drawing of keyboard and stylized musical notes on background; text printed in white.
Cover (professional use): Plain background, drawing of pianist from the back; text printed in black.

[Youkali]

Youkali: tango habanera / paroles de Roger Fernay; musique de Kurt Weill. --
2 copies.
No cover (issued without cover?).
Publisher's no.: E.C. 248.

Youkali: tango habanera / paroles de Roger Fernay; musique de Kurt Weill. --
3 copies; 1 bound photocopy (880711a, acquired from Heugel Archive); color
photocopy of front cover.
Cover: blue background with island in the foreground and a sailboat in the
background; text printed in blue or white.
Publisher's no.: E.C. 248.

Youkali: tango habanera / paroles de Roger Fernay; musique de Kurt Weill. --
1 photocopy (061130).
Cover similar to piano-vocal edition.
Publisher's no.: E.C 248 bis.